Orientation-related problems in geometric design can be naturally expressed on the spherical surface S 2 . A wide subset of such problems can be solved directly on the sphere by adapting well-known planar data structures and algorithms. This paper shows that the detection of feasible contacts between two translating polyhedral models can be formulated as a problem of this type. First, a dual spherical representation of polyhedra is introduced, which reduces the contact detection above to nding intersections between two sets of spherical polygons. Next, the red-blue blocks plane sweep algorithm is adapted to obtain both edge intersections and pointin-polygon inclusions in the spherical setting. An experimental comparison of this algorithm against a na ve one shows an increasing advantage of the former as the complexity of the setting grows. The obtained edge-edge and vertex-face polyhedral contacts provide the relevant feature pairs to be tested for interference, leading to considerable savings in collision detection between polyhedral models, as shown in the experimental test performed.
Introduction
Collision detection is essential to design processes that involve moving parts. A machine design is validated by s i m ulating its operational sequence of movements, and possible collisions have t o b e c hecked between the moving components or with workpieces. Likewise, the design parameters of an assembly may have to be changed if it is not possible to nd a collision free assembly plan. And immersive CAD systems do also require collision detection between the models and the virtual image of the designer's hands.
A wide class of basic problems in geometric design entails the computation of orientationdependent relationships between di erent objects. The set of possible relative orientations of a tool and the surface to be machined, the alignment of speci c objects' features during assembly, or the restriction of displacement of pieces in some directions are just some examples. Such information is naturally expressed on the sphere of orientations (i.e., the surface of the unit sphere, S 2 in the 3D case). This representation is complete and provides the setting where typical computational geometry algorithms can be adapted to solve e ciently the problems at hand.
One such problem is that of computing which features (vertices, edges or faces) of two translating polyhedral models may possibly collide, attending to their orientations. In a previous paper 1] we showed that con ning the application of a collision checker to only these feature pairs leads to considerable savings. Thus, we concentrate here on how to preprocess the models so as to obtain the possibly colliding features e ciently. T o this end, we describe a suitable spherical representation and two alternative algorithms to carry out this preprocessing. Moreover, we show experimentally that, in the assembly domain, the resulting collision checker is competitive, as compared to state-of-the-art packages such as RAPID 2] and PQP 3] , therefore opening up the possibility o f combining these radically di erent strategies (i.e., their bounding volume hierarchies and our orientationbased preprocessing).
The paper is structured as follows: rst, a brief survey of applications which require solving e ciently geometric problems on S 2 is presented, in order to contextualize our contribution. Next, we describe the problem of checking interference between two general polyhedra, based on the edge-face intersection test, and show how to reduce the number of such elemental tests to perform by precomputing feasible contacts (Section 3). The spherical representation of polyhedra and of feasible contacts, as well as the algorithms that compute them e ciently are explained in Sections 4, 4.1 and 5, respectively. Experimental results are presented in Section 6 and, nally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 7. 2 Computing relationships between 3D objects on S 2 We focus on problems where 3D objects and some type of relationship between them are mapped on S 
2
, because of their practical interest. However, the literature includes other theoretical problems on the sphere that may beinspiring for some applications, like the construction of spherical Voronoi diagrams 4, 5] and minimax localization problems 6]. See also 7] for computational geometry problems on nonplanar surfaces.
Representations on the sphere
The sphere is the natural representation frame for orientation-dependent problems. The surface of the unit sphere can be viewed as the set of all possible 3D directions, and mappings of any surface on the sphere can bede ned in an obvious way:
The Gaussian Map (G M a p ) 8, 9] assigns each point of a surface F to the surface's normal at this point. Normals are depicted as points on the unit sphere. These points can beseen as the intersections of the spherical surface with the rays centered at the sphere and pointing in the directions of the surface's normals. Formally, G M a p : F ! S 2 so that 8x 2 F G M a p (x) = N (x), with N (x) 2 S 2 the normal of F at x.
The Visibility Map(V M a p ) assigns to a given surface the set of directions based at in nity from which the whole surface is visible (i.e., unobstructed rays can bedrawn to every point on the surface). Alternatively, the V M a p is the set of points on S 2 that di er from every point o f a G M a p by at most = 2 10,11] .
Both maps and their relationship are depicted in Figure 1. 
Applications
Applications where such representations are useful span such di erent areas as machineability o f w orkpieces, assembly planning, and robot path planning.
Machineability of objects
Many problems of this type are related to the machineability 1 of a surface, which is a generalization of the notion of visibility. The set of directions along which a tool can machine a given surface entirely without being obstructed by the surface itself can be represented as a spherical polygon 12{14]. If the tool is a ball-end cutter, the directions along which a surface element (or a planar surface) is machineable are those in the hemisphere centered on its normal therefore, the spherical polygon corresponding to the entire surface is the intersection of those hemispheres, which is exactly the V M a p . T h us, for this type of cutter, the notions of machineability a n d visibility coincide.
In general, suppose that a workpiece with several surfaces to be machined is placed on an NC machine equipped with a tool. The workpiece-tool orientation problem is that of determining how the workpiece should beoriented so that the maximum numberof surfaces can be machined. Again in the case of a ball-end cutter, and for an NC machine with three translational degrees of freedom (dof), any orientation contained in the maximum number of V M a p s would do. This is equivalent to nding the densest hemisphere of the G M a p 13]. If the NC machine has four dofs (respectively, ve dofs) the solution is to nd the great arc (resp., the spherical band) intersecting as many V M a p s as possible 13]. Furthermore, nding a separator of the set of spherical polygons corresponding to the surfaces' machineabilities, permits machining all the surfaces under only two opposite orientations of the workpiece.
In the case of a llet-end cutter, V M a p s are now arc-polygons, i.e., intersections of small circles on S 2 , as shown in Figure 2 . An algorithm is provided in 14] for solving the ve (and implicitly the four) axis machining problem.
Assembly planning
Consider two pieces in an assembly, and consider a given direction along which one piece blocks the other as an in nitesimal translation is attempted in 3D. This blocking relationship between two pieces can bedepicted as an arc pointing from the node representing the blocked piece to the node corresponding to the blocking one. The blocking relationships between all the pieces in an assembly for a given direction can berepresented by a directional blocking graph. These relationships hold over a whole set of directions, which correspond to a region on S
2
. The arrangement of all such regions, each one with its associated directional blocking graph, constitutes a non-directional blocking graph (ndbg) 15]. Figure 3 displays the ndbg corresponding to a simple planar assembly of three pieces (in this case, regions are points and arcs on S 1 ).
As only face-face contacts are considered, such regions are clearly V M a p s in the sense expressed above: recall that the V M a p corresponding to a planar face is the hemisphere whose pole is the face normal, and the set of all non-blocking directions in a face-face contact is exactly such hemisphere. Furthermore, the regions in the ndbg are the spherical polygons that result from the intersection of the hemispheres associated to all the contacting faces of two subassemblies, i.e., V M aps of sets of faces.
If in nite translations (in 3D) are considered instead, the arrangement on S 2 arises now from the intersection of the spherical surface with the polygonal cone of all the rays drawn from the origin and intersecting the Minkowski di erence of the two subassemblies 15, 16] .
Robot path planning
A w ell-known concept in Robotics is that of Con guration space (C-space), w h i c h allows to reduce the geometric motion planning problem of a robot amidst obstacles to determining a collision-free path of a point amidst C-obstacles. When the robot is only allowed to translate, the C-obstacle corresponding to all the con gurations where the robot intersects an obstacle can be obtained by computing their Minkowski sum. E cient algorithms exist for computing such sum in the case of polygonal and polyhedral robots and obstacles. One such algorithm 17] in fact computes implicitly the Minkowski sum by performing the convolution 2 of two so called polyhedral tracings. A tracing extends the concept of polyhedron by adding a whisker map, which assigns to each feature a point, an arc or a region on the spherical surface (i.e., a set of directions) 18, 17] . Thus, again, S 2 is the space where a relationship between two objects is most clearly expressed, for the convolution of two polyhedral tracings involves determining which features are coincident in their whisker maps. The kind of CG problems that arise in this context are those of determining red-blue arc intersections and node-in-region inclusions.
The problem presented in this paper is formulated in similar, although simpler terms than in the case of the convolution. As explained below (Section 3), some polyhedral features like concave edges and a wide class of non-convex vertices do not need to beconsidered in our application, while they need to in 17].
Algorithms
The previously described problems are solved either by projecting on the euclidean plane, and then applying well-known planar algorithms, or directly on the spherical surface. In the latter case, it is also often possible to adapt a planar algorithm to the particularities of the spherical setting.
Projection on the euclidean plane
Central projection allows to map spherical features on the euclidean plane, where most computational geometry algorithms have beendeveloped. After projecting, two possible strategies may be followed: either the problem is completely solved in the plane, where the output obtained from running the planar algorithm admits an immediate interpretation in terms of the spherical equivalent, or, after a preprocess in the plane, the setting is backprojected onto S 2 and the solving process is completed there.
Examples of the rst strategy are to befound in the algorithms that solve the four-axis NC machine problem, either by reducing it to nding the line that intersects the maximum number of (planar) polygons, passing through given The second strategy is followed in 13], also in the context of the three-and four-axis NC machining problems. First, the spherical polygons are projected onto the plane, where a simple test indicates whether the original spherical polygon is completely contained or not in a hemisphere, and where classical algorithms can be applied for computing convex hulls of sets of points 10]. These convex hulls are then backprojected on the sphere, thus obtaining spherical convex hulls. Arrangements of their duals serve as input to the algorithms that solve the speci c NC machining problems. There are also algorithms devised to run directly on arrangements on the sphere, despite the fact that the type of involved geometric entities would allow to resort to central projection (like minor arcs on great circles). They are based on the observation that planar algorithms can beadapted to S 2 with little additional e ort. An example of this approach can befound in 20], where a planar arrangement computation package, based on trapezoidal decomposition, is used with minor modi cations to handle arrangements on the sphere. Another example is the use of a plane sweep algorithm 21] for solving the convolution computation problem 17] described at the end of the preceding section.
Our strategy belongs to this last kind. In fact, we describe an alternative application of the algorithm in 21], to lower the computational e ort needed for determining interference between the boundaries of two polyhedra.
A new application: pairing of features for interference detection
Interference between two initially disjoint polyhedra may bechecked by testing whether the edges of one polyhedron intersect the faces of the other one. Most interference tests require faces to be convex 22]. The edge-face intersection test we use 23,24] works for non-convex faces, thus avoiding not only the costly preprocessing step of decomposing them into convex ones, but also having to consider for interference all the edges and faces arising from this decomposition. Although there still remain many edge-face intersection tests to perform, their numbercan be considerably lowered, as we show next.
Consider two initially disjoint polyhedra which are allowed to translate. As their relative orientation remains unchanged, only certain pairs of features of their boundaries (vertices, edges and faces) may e v entually get in contact. Such c o n tacts are said to be applicable 25]. It is not di cult to see that applicability and machineability are two interpretations of the same concept, that of accessibility or reachability b e t ween the surfaces of two objects. If polyhedron T is regarded as a tool, and polyhedron W as a workpiece, then the set of orientations of T for which a given vertex can machine a given face of W is obviously the same for which the contact between these two features is applicable.
The edge-face pairs that need to be considered for intersection are restricted to those which are related through applicable contacts:
If a given vertex-face contact is applicable, a candidate pair for intersection test consists in the face and any one of the edges adjacent to the vertex. If the applicable contact is an edge-edge type, any one of the edges and any one of the faces adjacent to the other edge is a suitable candidate pair.
Note that this is an in nitesimal approach, and time sampling may have an e ect on its accuracy. However, since only translations are allowed, applicable contacts can be parameterized 25], leading to linear equations that can beanalytically solved to obtain tentative, but very accurate, collision times.
Applicable contacts can be determined in a preprocessing step. The results obtained from this computation are valid as long as the relative orientation between the polyhedra does not change or changes within certain limits. The local nature of applicability leads to a conservative strategy in the non-convex case, in the sense that edge-face candidates may arise that can never intersect rst when the polyhedra collide. However, except for very speci c polyhedra whose shapes will hardly arise in practical applications, the amount o f pruning will be much more signi cative t h a n the numberof false candidates.
It remains to perform this preprocessing step e ciently. To determine all the applicable contacts by testing the applicability constraints for all vertex-face and edge-edge pairs has a quadratic complexity. A more e cient solution is attained by using a proper representation, as described in the next section.
The proposed representation: the Spherical Face Orientation Graph
A compact representation of all applicable contacts is obtained by using the Spherical Face Orientation Graph (SFOG for short), developed by the authors. The SFOG extends the concept of G M a p by representing not only faces but also edges and vertices, and their adjacencies:
Faces are represented by nodes on the sphere of orientations. As in the G M a p , the node represents the orientation of the outward normal of the plane supporting the face.
Edges are represented by arcs. These arcs join nodes that correspond to faces sharing an edge, and lie on great circles of the sphere (the normals of the planes that de ne these great circles point in the same directions as the corresponding edges). Convex edges are represented by means of the minor arc (which will be called convex arc), concave edges by the major arc (concave arc). The representation, thus, characterizes the type of arc, and is coherent with the criterion of considering the supplementary angle of the internal dihedrical angle between the faces.
A vertex is represented by the region enclosed by a cycle of convex arcs and nodes, corresponding to adjacent edges and faces. This region is well de ned for convex vertices (where all the adjacent edges are convex). Non-convex vertices have at least one adjacent concave edge. For a class of non-convex vertices, a pyramid can be de ned locally by selecting a subset of adjacent convex edges, such that every other adjacent edge is contained inside. This pyramid is called the local convex hull of a pseudo-convex vertex. The intersecting convex arcs that correspond to this subset bound a so-called convex subregion (csr) on the sphere. Note that, for non-convex polyhedra, regions corresponding to di erent vertices may i n tersect.
The SFOG is quite similar to the whisker map 17] mentioned at the end of Section 2.2. Common features are duality, the use of the spherical surface as representation space, and the possiblity of multiply covering S 2 (overlapping of regions corresponding to di erent vertices). However, there are also signi cant di erences: in the whisker map, arcs are always less than , and need to be labelled in order to be identi ed as convex or concave. Furthermore, all types of vertices have an associated region enclosed by a ring of edges, not only convex or pseudo-convex ones as in the SFOG. These di erences arise from the fact that convolution is performed over the whole set of polyhedral features, whereas applicability makes no sense with concave edges and most types of non-convex vertices.
Pairing of applicable features
By superimposing the SFOG of one polyhedron on the central symmetric image of the SFOG of another polyhedron (see Figure 4 (I) ), the vertex-face and edge-edge applicability relationships can bedirectly determined:
(1) (Convex case) A given node falls into a certain region if and only if the contact between the vertex represented by the region and the face represented by the node is applicable (Figure 4 (II-1) ). (2) (Non-convex case) A given node falls into a certain convex subregion (csr) if and only if the contact between the vertex whose local convex hull is represented by the csr and the face represented by the node is locally applicable (Figure 4 (II-2) ). (3) Two convex arcs of di erent SFOGs intersect if and only if the contact between the corresponding edges is (locally, i n t h e non-convex case) applicable (Figure 4 (II-3) ).
Observe again that a spherical region can also be seen as the set of possible directions in which a face can bemachined by a tool with the geometry of the corresponding vertex.
The problem is reduced to determining all these node-in-region inclusions and intersections between arcs e ciently. If both polyhedra are convex, an ad hoc algorithm that exploits connectivity and which is linear both in the input and the output can be used 26]. In the general case, concave arcs are better eliminated, as no useful information concerning applicability i s attached to them, and connectivity cannot beexploited as in the convex case. Thus, the following setting has to bedealt with: a spherical surface covered by red and blue regions, nodes and arcs, where all bichromatic intersections (between nodes and regions, and between arcs) have to be found (each colour stands for one polyhedron). The regions of each colour cover completely the sphere and may even overlap. On the other hand, arcs may be disconnected from other arcs, and even isolated nodes may appear.
Computing the convolution of two polyhedral tracings does also mean to detect all these intersections 17]. Nonetheless, both computations di er in various aspects: rst, other types of pairings (such as vertex-vertex or vertex-edge) have to becomputed in the convolution case as well. Furthermore, concave edges (and all types of vertices) have also to be considered. And this leads to the nal di erence, namely that connectedness is preserved and exploited, whereas it could belost in the applicability computation case due to the elimination of concave arcs.
In Section 2.3, di erent strategies were presented for dealing with computational geometry problems on the sphere. The geometrical nature of the objects involved in our application (arcs on great circles, regions delimited by such arcs, and nodes) would allow to use central projection for mapping them onto the plane, and solving the problem as the computation of the intersection between the corresponding mapped segments, regions and points. However, besides the cost associated with the projection (considering also that arcs traversing the equator are splitted into two semiin nite lines), roundo errors may appear for arcs which are nearly coincident with the equator, and possible intersections may be missed (or falsely reported) due to these errors.
The alternative consists in solving the problem directly on the sphere, by adapting a planar algorithm. This is the approach followed here. In particular, we have developed and adapted planar sweep line strategies to the sphere.
5 Line sweep algorithms on the sphere
Na ve algorithm
It is straightforwa r d t o a d a p t t h e p l a n e s w eep principle to the sphere: the vertical sweepline is replaced by a s w eep-meridian, the sweep begins at an arbitrary point ( a s w e cannot speak of a \leftmost" point), and proceeds eastwards (as the plane sweep from left to right). As in the planar case of line segment intersection detection, two arcs will intersect at most at one point (recall that arcs larger than have been removed, since they correspond to concave edges), and monotonicity i s ensured: one arc cannot intersect the sweep-meridian at more than one point s i m ultaneously.
Each time the sweep-meridian arrives at the western endpoint of an arc a i], this arc is tested for intersection with all the active arcs (i.e., arcs currently intersected by the sweep-meridian) of opposite colour L c i] , and included in the list of active arcs L c i] (c i] denotes the colour of a i]). As soon as the eastern endpoint of an arc is reached, that arc is deleted from the active list. In this way, every purple intersection will bedetected exactly once.
As said before, the \ rst" endpoint is an arbitrary choice and, at this rst instant, no lists of active arcs exist. Therefore, a second sweep will have to be performed to take i n to account all the purple intersections with arcs that are still active after the last endpoint. Figure 5 depicts the purple intersections that can bedetected along the rst sweep and those which cannot be determined if no second sweep is performed.
As for node-in-region inclusions, they are computed during the same sweeping operation: each region de nes an interval on the sweep-line and it has to be determined which intervals of the opposite colour include the current endpoint. Each interval is de ned by the upper and lower arcs bounding the region at every instant. Regions begin and end at given (not necessarily all) endpoints. The regions a, say, red node belongs to are computed by determining the blue arcs that cut the sweep-line above this node and then nding out if the regions underneath these arcs are bounded by arcs that cut the sweep-line below that node.
Red-blue blocks algorithm
The algorithm shown in the previous section is easy to implement and works well in practice. However, as complexity of the setting grows, small increases in e ciency using more sophisticated data structures and procedures lead to large bene ts in the overall performance. Attempts at lowering the computational e ort of computing the intersections of two sets of line segments have been reported in the literature, which could be translated into the spherical setting.
Two basic formulations can bedistinguished, whether each set of segments is disjoint or not. For settings without monochromatic intersections, sweep-based algorithms 27,28] as well as algorithms based on segment-tree-like data structures 29, 30] exist, that perform in optimal O(k r;b + n t log n t ) time and need O(n t ) space (n t = n r + n b ).
The harder problem of determining all bichromatic purple intersections, avoiding the costly computation of all monochromatic intersections (in the worst case, the number of monocromatic intersections can be quadratic) is treated in 31], where an algorithm is described that combines line sweep with ray-shooting techniques, reporting all purple . Their use is explained below.
As in every line sweep strategy, the endpoints of the arcs (BEGIN and END events) are scheduled rst. At a given instant, sets of red and blue arcs will be intersecting the sweep line. The novelty and main contribution of this approach consists in considering these red and blue arcs grouped into blocks, implemented as heaters, so that only the bottom segment has to be tested for intersection against the top segment of the contiguous block. If such a test reports intersection, a bichromatic (PURPLE) event is scheduled, which belongs to the output of the algorithm. It must beguaranteed that at every instant the extremes of each block are correctly updated. This means that besides the events attached to the endpoints of each segment and the purple intersections, also some monochromatic intersections have t o b e s c heduled (called INTERNAL events). The key point is that only those monochromatic intersections that a ect parental relationships within the heaters have to bescheduled, and they are only a subset of the whole.
The scheduling of bichromatic intersections (PURPLE events) triggered by the di erent events along the sweep is shown in Figure 6 . The event point s c hedule, implemented as a global priority queue, contains all four types of events, and is updated conveniently (for example, a BEGIN event m a y s c hedule a PUR-PLE event somewhere in the future). As the next element (the next event) is extracted from the queue, it is classi ed according to its type and the corresponding subroutines are triggered (a \case of" structure is the most natural implementation):
BEGIN events mean the insertion of the beginning arc in an existing block of the same colour or the creation of a new block and possibly the splitting of an opposite colored block. In the latter case, a PURPLE event may bescheduled, and also if the new arc is on top or bottom of a block. An END event means the deletion of the arc from the corresponding block. Possibly a new PURPLE event h a s t o b e s c heduled if this arc was at the top or bottom of its block, or, if the block consisted only in this ending arc, then possibly the neighboring blocks have to be merged together. These arcs insertions (in BEGIN events) and deletions (in END events) schedule also possibly new INTERNAL events. INTERNAL events require the performance of rotations, i.e. parental relationship modi cations inside the heater, and possibly the scheduling of PURPLE events if the IN-TERNAL event a ects the block's roots. PURPLE events store the crossing arcs in a list for output. Di erent situations arise depending on whether the size of the blocks to which these arcs belong is one or greater, and the presence or not of neighborblocks. Some of these situations possibly mean the scheduling of new PURPLE events. The crossing arcs may create new blocks, or be included in existing ones (and deleted from others), which implies the scheduling of INTERNAL events.
The essential information about the blocks where a new arc has to beinserted, as well as which blocks are above and below a given one, is quickly retrieved by maintaining a balanced search tree that stores top and bottom elements of each block. Obviously, this information may h a ve to be updated when some events occur.
This algorithm can be adapted to the sphere following the same guidelines as for the na ve algorithm, in order to compute all purple arc intersections. The node-in-region inclusions can be managed within the same sweep, by keeping, for each block, a list of regions currently including it (along the sweep meridian). Nodes lie at the endpoints of the arcs, and they can be included in the regions corresponding to the block where the arc is going to be inserted (BEGIN event) or where it has been deleted from (END event). New blocks may appear at BEGIN and PURPLE events, they inherit the regions lists of the adjacent blocks of the same colour, with some modi cations that can be computed locally from the adjacent blocks of the other colour.
Further details and pseudo-code are given in 37].
6 Experimental results
Comparison between the na ve and the red-blue blocks algorithms
A rst set of experiments was aimed at assessing the bene ts and drawbacks of using the intrincate red-blue blocks algorithm, instead of the na ve one, in practice.
Since the goal of both algorithms is to determine all the bichromatic intersections between arcs, a natural performance measure is the total numb e r o f a r c i n tersection tests that have to be performed in order to determine such bichromatic intersections.
As described above, the na ve algorithm requires to test each arc with all the arcs in the list of currently active arcs of the opposite colour, while the search of bichromatic intersections is restricted, in the case of the red-blue blocks algorithm, to the top and bottom arcs of the neighbouring blocks. However, the na ve algorithm avoids completely to test monochromatic intersections, while the maintenance of the data structures of the red-blue blocks algorithm requires to compute some monochromatic intersections inside each block. These monochromatic intersection tests arise during the insertion and deletion operations, as well as in the INTERNAL events themselves. Thus, the number of bichromatic intersection tests of the na ve algorithm has to be compared with the number of bichromatic plus monochromatic intersection tests of the red-blue blocks algorithm.
Both algorithms have beenimplemented in C, and tested on several pairs of polyhedra, yielding the results presented in Figure 7 . The number of all possible edge -edge pairings has been chosen as a measure of the complexity of the setting (in abscissae). Only a subset of the corresponding arc intersections (plus some monochromatic intersections in the blocks approach) have to be computed by the two algorithms. For objects of low complexity and a relatively high number of INTERNAL events, as is the case of two star-shaped hexadecahedra (on the left in Figure 8 ) -a total of 576 edge pairings -the na ve algorithm performs better. At the other extreme, there are two hourglass-shaped polyhedra (Figure 8 , right) -a total of 26244 edge pairs -where, despite being nonconvex, no INTERNAL events occur (overlapping arcs are not considered as intersecting). Nonetheless, it is important to notice that although no monochromatic intersections occur, the tests have actually to be performed during insertions and deletions in the heaters. Therefore, the increasing di erence in performance between the two algorithms as the numberof edge-edge pairings increases is clear.
It is worth noting that the performance di erences are not so high in terms of CPU time, due to the computational cost of creating and maintaining the data structures that are necessary in the red-blue blocks algorithm. To determine precisely the point beyond which the blocks algorithm outperforms the na ve o n e w ould require an optimized implementation and a careful experimentation that is beyond the scope of this paper. In our implementation, the turning point occurs around settings with ten thousand edge-edge pairs.
Performance of the collision checker with orientation-based preprocessing
Previous experiments showed that interference detection between polyhedral models based on the edge-face intersection test performs 10 to 100 times faster if a previous selection of candidate pairs based on applicability is carried out 1]. Although highly dependent on the speci c geometry of the involved polyhedra, it can also bestated that these savings increase proportionally to the complexity o f t h e setting.
Here we w anted to determine how our collision checker with orientation-based preprocessing compared to publicly available state-of-the-art packages, such as RAPID 2.01 2] and PQP 1. 2 3] in the assembly domain. Thus, we devised an assembly setting with scalable pieces, such as those shown in Figure 9 . Table 1 shows the runtimes of the three checkers for a situation where the protuberances of polyhedron A are deeply inserted (with a given tolerance) but not touching the inner walls of the holes in polyhedron B. Note that our checker compares favourably to RAPID 2.01 and is compareable to PQP 1.2. These and similar results obtained for other con gurations lead us to the conclusion that our orientation-based approach may be advantageous for workpieces with many concavities that are in close proximity and can give rise to multiple contacts, and it is advisable to explore its combination with other strategies based on bounding volume hierarchies.
Conclusions
To identify the feasible contacts between two polyhedral models with a given relative orientation is a basic step in the design process. Furthermore, this computation can be viewed as a preprocess to reduce the number of edge-face intersection tests needed to detect interference, when the polyhedra are allowed to translate freely. This preprocessing can beformulated as a computational geometry problem on the sphere, like a wide class of machining and assembly operations. To this end, a representation of polyhedral features and their relationships on the unit sphere of orientations, named SFOG, has been developed. By combining two S F OGs, a compact structure that captures all feasible (applicable) contacts between them is obtained. Expressed in this way, the detection of feasible contacts belongs to the kind of problems that can be solved directly on the sphere by adapting planar algorithms.
Two such algorithms, based on a line sweep, are described and compared here. On the one hand, there is the na ve algorithm where each arc introduced at a BEGIN event is tested for intersection with all the arcs of the opposite colour which are currently active (i.e., intersecting the sweep line). On the other hand, the red-blue blocks approach uses sophisticated data structures to determine quickly where the arc has to be introduced in the blocks structure, thus con ning the tests for intersection with this arc to the neighbouring blocks. Experimental comparison shows an increasing advantage of the redblue blocks approach, as the complexity of the setting grows.
Moreover, the collision checker with orientation-based preprocessing has shown its potential in tight assembly situations where multiple contacts may arise, as compared to state-of-the-art approaches. Thus, a promising line of future research concerns the inclusion of orientation-related information in a hierarchical structure, in an analogous way a s the spatialized normal cone hierarchy 38]. Combining both volumetric and orientationdependent information may multiply the bene ts attached to each approach.
Continuing with future work, note that the applicability o f c o n tacts is orientation-dependent, which means that if the polyhedra move along trajectories that entail a change in the relative orientation, new feasible contacts arise, while others disappear. Therefore, one must be able to determine the intervals of isoapplicability, i.e., the ranges of relative orientations {along the trajectory{ for which the same applicability relations hold. In a trajectory parameterization approach, this entails determining the values of the parameter where these changes occur, whereas in a multiple interference detection approach a discretization of time based on isoapplicability w i l l h a ve to be considered, besides the standard discretization based on distance and relative velocities. The SFOG representation can beused to this end: the intervals of isoapplicability are delimited by the rotation events, i.e., points in time when a node of one SFOG crosses an arc of the other one. This question is ad-dressed in 26], but devising an e cient method for computing all the rotation events for arbitrary changes in the relative orientation of the polyhedra is still an open issue. Fig. 4 . (I) Overlay of the SFOGs corresponding to two polyhedra in order to obtain a compact representation that allows to determine the applicability relationships. The SFOG of the rectangular prism below (heavy lines) is combined with the central symmetric image of the SFOG of the non-convex pentahedron above ( ne lines). Observe the convex subregion attached to the pseudoconvex vertex (px), delimited by the convex arcs between the nodes a, b, and the ctitious node z ( w h i c h i s t h e intersection of arcs ad and bc). The arc r epresenting the concave edge is marked with an asterisk. (II) Node-in-region inclusions correspond to applicable face-vertex contacts (1) and (2), and intersections between arcs to applicable edge-edge contacts (3). segments, respectively. Some of them (a, b, c, m, n, o) begin before or at the last event point n t and end after the rst one n 1 . These segments are activated during the rst sweep from e 1] to e 2n], where some purple intersections can already be detected (marked with a small square), and their intersections with the segments that had ended before they where generated (marked with an empty circle) can only be d e t e cted during a second sweep. Numbers indicate the order in which the intersections are computed. . Polyhedron A with 6x6 protuberances is tested against polyhedron B (6x6 holes) in an insertion position. The polyhedra are displayed after the triangulation that has to be performed as a preprocess in order for the polyhedra to be a suitable input to RAPID and PQP, which is not necessary in our algorithm. Polyhedron A shows an ad hoc triangulation, whereas polyhedron B displays the narrow triangles produced by a standard generic triangulation algorithm 39].
complexities Our checker RAPID PQP  6x6  25  33  27  7x7  35  49  37  8x8  60  116  84  9x9  110  152  109  Table 1 Runtimes (in milliseconds) of our collision checker, RAPID 2.01 and PQP 1.2 on a Sun Ultra 80 workstation (2 ULTRASPARC I I p r ocessors at 450 MHz, 1Gb RAM), for di erent complexities of the polyhedra. Only the interference detection part is taken into account, i.e., neither the orientation-based preprocessing, nor the triangulation and building up of the hierarchical representations are included. An a d h o c triangulation has been employed for the polyhedra in RAPID and PQP, as a standard generic one 39] generates problematic triangles (from a numerical point of view) when the complexity is bigger than 6x6. This triangulation favours the performance of RAPID and PQP, as the execution times, for the 6x6 case, after the generic triangulation, are of about 60 ms for both algorithms.
